Keith Henson will present a "design to cost" analysis, based on the assumption that to gain enough market share to be worth doing, the cost of energy from space had to be half the cost of the least expensive fossil energy (as electricity). Electricity from depreciated coal plants is around 4 cents a kWh, so the target is set at 2 cents per kWh.

Based on levelized cost, 20 years and 6.8% discount, a "no fuel" energy project can spend ~80,000 times the cost charged per kWh. For 2 cents per kWh, the owner can spend up to $1600/kW or $1.6 B/GW. That's about a fifth of the cost of a 1 GW nuclear plant.

It seems likely that the receiving antenna on the surface of the Earth, can be constructed (in 5 GW blocks) for about $200 M/GW or $200/kW. Of the remaining $1400/kW, the parts and labor should not exceed $900/kW. The remaining $500/kW is for shipment to GEO. If the power satellite's mass is 5 kg/kW (a reasonable number) then the shipment cost can't exceed $100/kg.

That's roughly 100 times less than the current cost to ship communication satellites to GEO. This reduction seems possible.

The proposed first stage for low cost transport is a second generation Skylon (Reaction Engines) that carries no oxygen. Acceleration to low earth orbit (LEO) above the air-breathing part of the flight is from hydrogen heated to ~7500 m/s by a laser in geosynchronous orbit (GEO). (This takes about 4000 km of acceleration.) Part of the substantial cost reduction comes from the improved payload fraction due to the higher exhaust velocity. The rest of the reduction comes from the high flight rate, 3 per hour at 20 tons delivered to GEO per flight.  
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A first-pass business analysis in the JBIS paper put the peak investment at ~$140 B over about 7 years. The entire investment (in the baseline model) is paid off by year 12 from the start.

This is within the ability of a number of governments to fund. The difficulty with the proposed method is getting the first propulsion laser to GEO. That is a major part of the $140 B estimated price tag. A suggestion from Steve Nixon leads to the concept of powering the first laser from the ground via a 10-km-sized microwave transmitter and a 1-km high power receiver on the end in GEO. Reciprocity indicates the transmission loss would be the same. It would be much smaller and lighter than a power satellite. An unclassified NASA study from 1987 indicates a 5-GW rectenna in space would mass less than 1,000 tons. Another large advantage over the baseline design is that it could be built and tested in LEO.

With 5 GW available, Hall thruster engines would push the propulsion laser to GEO in about ten days. It could cut the cost by more than half, perhaps to $55 B and cut years off the time to build the transport infrastructure to build power satellites.
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